Date: 7. March 2018

New and improved Viper-Flex® shooting sticks, will be launched this spring
The use of advanced materials and components, combined with new features and creative innovation have
made the latest Viper-Flex® quicker, with single handed operation, adjustment in height, wider yokes useable
in both directions, soon ready for the market.
Since launching the Viper-Flex® Elite in 2013, popularity has grown significantly. Shortly after the
advantages of the Viper-Flex® Elite were discovered, came the request from travelling hunters: How will it
be possible to transport the beloved shooting stick to destinations worldwide. This wish was fulfilled when
the two owners developed the Viper-Flex® Journey, in the summer of 2015 with a three-piece leg enabling
carriage in a normal travelling suitcase.
Next stage was for both models to be combined with a fifth leg, giving unbelievable accuracy and the ability
for the rifle to stand alone.
These two models were able to yield support to approximately 85% of the shots taken with a rifle.
But … Specially hunters, stalking in the highlands, wanted more speedy versatility in height adjustment to
compensate for shots up and downhill as well as the ability to shoot from a seated position. Soon after that,
the Go-Lo accessories were put on the market, an extra set of hinges making such shots possible.
But, an enduring wish, to be able to shoot quickly from both standing, kneeling and sitting and all positions
in between forced the inventors to look for new solutions to increase speed of adjustment. Finally, after
many prototypes, we can proudly present the newest member of the Viper-Flex® family, the Viper-Flex®
Styx.
The two new variants will be called: Viper-Flex® Styx Elite, and Viper-Flex® Styx Journey.
A lot of great features have been added to the new versions of the Viper-Flex® (Pat Pend. 2017 71025):
• One hand quick setup thanks to the handle/lever.
• Lever can be switched to the opposite side for left hand shooters.
• Variable height fine tuning is a great advantage in hills and mountains
• No impact noise between plastic components, now protected with rubber
• A wider front rest, giving greater lateral position versatility
• New rubber feet ensure grip on both slippery surfaces and in grass/mud
• Able to be used in both directions, the rear fork has been made wider and can support the stock’s forend
The result now is that any kind of rifle shooting can be easily supported. The Viper-Flex® will give accuracy
from prone, sitting, kneeling, standing and, a great support to shoot from standing position on driven hunt
with lowered height and legs held together.
What is Styx actually?
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia:
Styx is both a deity and the river that forms the boundary between Earth and the Underworld (the domain often called
Hades). So, Styx is the goddess with prehistoric roots in Greek mythology, after whom the river is named. According
to some myth versions, river Styx had miraculous powers and could make someone invulnerable. And when you are
going to cross the river Styx, you will have to pay the Ferryman, for the Journey.
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